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Abstract: Electrical stimulation technology has advanced from cardiac pacemakers towards cochlear
implants, physical rehabilitation, and treatment for Parkinson’s and other diseases. Electrical
stimulation parameters, such as waveform, amplitude, and stimulation frequency, have been shown
to affect neurostimulation properties. However, the effect of signal time rate of change on electrical
stimulation applications has not been studied, and there are no stimulators that specifically allow the
study of these effects. A novel pulse generator circuit is presented and characterized. An analytical
expression is derived from the circuit, that allows for the design of pulse parameters, such as maximum
amplitude voltage, time for peak amplitude, and stimulation duration. The analytical expression is
verified to match design values and measurements in an electrical model and phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) solution. The circuit is shown to operate at variable output stimulation frequencies, and
an expression is derived in order to determine the limit of the output stimulation frequency. The pulse
generation circuit is thought to be the first dedicated output pulse generator for research of the effect
of signal time rate of change on electrical stimulation applications such as neurostimulation.
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1. Introduction

Electrical stimulation has demonstrated capabilities to alter the compound action potentials and
long-term potentiation behavior of complex neural networks, even at low stimulation intensities [1], via
an effect termed neuromodulation. Neuromodulation has been observed at all levels, from individual
nerve cells to brain regions, including the synapses [2]. Neuromodulation has shown promise in the
fields of neuroprostheses, where it can be used to enhance the learning rate of the use of neuroprosthetic
devices [3,4], and cognitive enhancement, where a person can achieve improved learning rates [5,6].
This effect is thought to arise from action potentials (APs) that are modulated as they propagate through
individual nerve cells, depending on the nerve cell’s properties at the level of the soma [7], axon [8], and
transmembrane proteins [9]. This modulation can be enhanced or inhibited with neurostimulation [6].

Stimulation waveforms have been studied for their effects in neurostimulation. These include
square or rectangular [10,11], exponential, ramp [12], sinusoidal [13–15], triangle, and Gaussian [16,17]
waveforms. To the best of our knowledge, there have been few in vivo or in vitro studies focused on the
effects of signal shape on neurostimulation. Furthermore, there is a lack of sufficient scientific evidence
on the role that stimulation waveforms and patterns play on neuromodulation and plasticity [18–20],
such that there is a need for novel stimulation waveforms to better understand the effects and
capabilities of electrical stimulation. The studies showing the diverse effects of stimulation waveform
indicate that waveform shape has an effect on electrical stimulation outcome. Thus, we present in this
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work a novel pulse generator circuit with a unique temporal pattern, such that this circuit may be used
to explore the effects of signal shape on neurostimulation.

Design of stimulation waveforms is difficult, due to the diverse options and requirements for
each anatomical stimulation target [21], the undetermined long-term effects of neurostimulation, the
diversity of tissue, organ, and patient-level reactions, the unknown neural mechanisms involved [22],
and the unknown side effects of stimulation methodology, including electrode type [23]. The parameters
of electrical stimulation waveforms, such as the amplitude, width and frequency of stimulation, have
been shown to affect prosthetic sensory information in the vestibular nerve [24], the rate of excitation
of individual nerves [25] and nerve bundles [26], and the spatial selectivity within the bundles [11].
Additionally, differences in stimulation waveforms [18], the polarity of current and direction [19],
electric field shape and direction [14], and the temporal pattern of stimulation [20] have been shown
to have effects on the outcome of stimulation. The work presented here tackles this design problem
by allowing accurate design iterations of stimulation signal parameters, as needed for the pulse
generator circuit.

Novel neurostimulator approaches are still required and are being developed. Seo et al. have
explored using ultrasonic power and communications in neurorecorders, with neurostimulators and
complete neural interfaces being a logical next step [27]. Qian et al. explored the possibility of using
new types of waveforms by implementing carrier waves with stimulation signals [28]. Van Dongen
and Serdijin described a neural stimulator design that utilizes an inductor to deliver a charge to a
load, in contrast with the typical capacitor [29]. Khalifa et al. recently presented work on distributed
neurostimulators as a necessary approach for neurostimulator design [30].

The pulse generator presented in this work has a unique temporal pattern, and a small component
count. The component choice allows for output pulse design. Our intent is to develop the pulse
generator, such that it can be integrated to a larger system in future work.

The effects of stimulation pulse shape on neuromodulation have not been extensively explored.
In this work, we present a novel pulse generator and characterize its operation. The pulse width
and amplitude can be designed by choosing the design components of the generator, and the pulse
frequency is determined by the input source. The goal of this work is to aid in neuromodulation
research by providing a pulse generator circuit with an output with a novel temporal pattern.

2. Design of Pulse Generation System

2.1. Pulse Generator Circuit Development

The pulse generator circuit is shown in Figure 1a. The pulse generation circuit consists of two
resistor–capacitor (RC). We implement control with the input power signal timing to determine when
stimulation occurs. The resulting pulse generator outputs a unique waveform according to the passive
design components. Output pulses are generated when the input is turned on and then off sequentially.
Two output pins are set to a voltage, and then they are discharged at different rates via two capacitors,
C1 and C2. This disparity in discharge rates causes the voltage across the tissue between the two
electrodes to vary, thus causing stimulation. The output is also connected in parallel to resistors R,
which allow passive charge balancing via a direct path to the ground. Grounding with respect to the
tissue is not required because the output signal is generated by the variation in voltages between the
two output electrodes, and not by reference to the device ground. This method contrasts with the
previously described literature, where digital control circuits are employed to provide control of the
output signal. However, recording applications may require a different grounding arrangement to
obtain reliable measurements. The stimulation target has a path to ground via the resistors R and
the electrodes. Circuit output pulse can be accurately designed according to specific requirements.
Passive components are used because they allow a simple design and benchtop implementation for
verification of the pulse outputs, in addition to a MOSFET. The output of the circuit is regulated such
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that it is not dependent on variations in the input source, as long as the input supplies a minimum
power to generate the output pulse.Electronics 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 16 
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Figure 1. Overview of envisioned pulse generator circuitry and pulse generation phases: (a) envisioned
pulse generator circuit design; (b) circuit of pulse generator; (c) charging phase where two RC circuits
are charged; (d) charged phase with input signal on, and the two RC branch circuits yielding 0 output
signal, and (e) discharging phase with input signal turned off, thus causing the two RC branch circuits
to discharge and generate the output signal. The last phase is an unpowered circuit, with no signals
across the circuitry (not shown). The pulse generator circuitry in (b) consists of an input power source
(I), an input voltage regulation circuit (II), RC branches (III), and a load connected to the output (IV).

The circuit implements regulation of the output voltage in two methods: the input voltage is
regulated via a zener diode, and the output pulse amplitude can be modified via a resistor (Rp) placed
before the RC branches. The Rp resistor effectively forms a voltage divider with the resistors (R) in the
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RC branches. Design of the maximum output pulse amplitude is achieved by varying the Rp resistor
without affecting the transient response of the RC branches.

2.2. Safety and Failure Modes

As shown in Figure 1b, the RC branches that generate an output pulse, and this voltage is used as
the stimulation across the load tissue. These RC branches are isolated through diodes, while still being
connected through the load. The layout of the circuit is designed to be inherently safe. The diodes can
fail to stay shorted or open circuit. In the case of diodes failing into a short, no signal would be seen by
the load, as the terminals across the load would be connected to the same node. If the diodes fail into
open circuit, then there would also be no output at the load, since the output would be isolated from
the input. It is unlikely that the separate diodes would fail in different modes, since the diode anodes
are connected to the same node. A transistor connects the two RC branches, in order to attenuate the
charging phase voltage by providing a current path between the RC branches only during the charging
phase. The transistor operates in saturation mode when power is supplied to the circuit. In case of
transistor failure into a short circuit, there would be no signal at the load, since the terminals across the
load would be shorted together. The output electrodes can be driven at high voltage safely because the
electrode voltage is in reference to the device ground. The device does not have to be grounded in
the target tissue. This feature allows high voltage to be used if desired because the tissue will not be
affected by the high voltage to which the capacitors are charged.

2.3. Signal Generator Operation

The signal generator has four distinct phases of operation: the charging phase, the charged phase,
the discharging phase, and the unpowered phase, which are outlined in Figure 1c–e. Two phases
are important to calculate the pulse: a charging phase when power is supplied to the input, and a
discharging phase when power is disconnected.

During the charging phase, the input voltage is isolated and applied separately across each
capacitor by diodes. The capacitors are charged to a fixed voltage. This voltage is determined by the
voltage regulator and the voltage divider between Rp and R resistors. There is a negligible output signal
during the charging phase. The effect of this output signal is reduced with the MOSFET connecting
the RC branches, and via passive charge balancing through the resistors R. The charged phase begins
once the capacitors are fully charged, and there is no output signal during this phase. Upon triggering
the discharging phase by disconnecting the input power, the capacitors are discharged at different
rates, making it possible to utilize the discharging potential difference across the capacitors to produce
a pulse signal. The last unpowered phase consists of no input signal and no output signal from the
circuit. The circuit operates as negative-edge triggered.

2.4. Pulse Design Considerations

The pulse signal parameters that have to be chosen for a given application are waveform,
amplitude, width or duration, and output stimulation frequency [24,31]. In our circuit, components in
the RC branches (R, C1, and C2) determined the temporal pattern, the amplitude, and the shape of
the output waveform. Different C1 and C2 values were chosen in order to accentuate the potential
difference between the RC branches. Thus, by varying the capacitances and resistances, it is possible to
generate unique output pulse waveforms with different amplitudes, durations, and shapes.

Other considerations can be taken with respect to the stimulation signal waveform. Signal
waveforms can be mono- or biphasic. Biphasic signals can be symmetric or asymmetric, and
charge-balanced or imbalanced. Waveform phase refers to stimulation signal polarity, and the
waveform becomes positive, negative, or both during one stimulation cycle. Waveform symmetry
means that the positive and negative phases are identical. Charge balancing is known to reduce
probable injury caused to the target tissue due to charge accumulation [32], however, charge-imbalanced
or monophasic signals have shown safe and effective results in clinical studies with transcranial pulsed
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current stimulation applications [33,34], and transcranial magnetic stimulation [19,35,36]. Asymmetric
signals have shown selective activation of nerves with a long, small amplitude negative signal followed
by a faster, large amplitude positive signal [10,37]. The current circuit design outputs pulse shapes that
constitute monophasic and asymmetric signals. It could be possible to generate biphasic symmetric
signals by flipping the electrodes via a multiplexer or by using two generators in tandem, but we
decided to focus on the pulse generator design in this work. The stimulator circuit and pulse design has
inherent safety advantages. The charge delivered can be calculated if the load tissue characteristics are
known. The variability in signal design allows for different charge densities according to component
design, and electrode and tissue interface selection. Charge density requirements have to be met for
each application with the use of this stimulator. Depending on the waveform, the signal is considered
effective only when it is above a certain amplitude [16]. This effect is taken into consideration in the
circuit analysis when finding the signal stimulation width.

3. Circuit Analysis

3.1. Overview of Circuit Analysis

We developed an analytical expression to find useful parameters from the output pulse.
These parameters are peak amplitude (vmax), peak time (tpeak), and stimulation duration (δstim),
as illustrated in Figure 2. When the circuit is powered and cycled through all four phases, it generates
one pulse during the discharging phase, thus it is negative-edge triggered. The discharging phase
begins when the input signal is disconnected, such that control of the output is achieved by turning the
input on and then off. Ideally, there is no signal during the charging, charged, and unpowered phases
of operation. We focus our analysis on the charged and discharging phases.
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Figure 2. An example input and output signal. The discharging phase has peak amplitude (vmax), peak
time (tpeak), and stimulation duration (δstim).

Analysis of the circuit gives us the output function, and this in turn allows us to approximate
the design parameters previously mentioned. The analysis consists of two parts: finding the charged
phase capacitor voltage, and then the discharging phase output pulse waveform.

3.2. Charged Phase Capacitor Voltage

The capacitor voltage is rising during the charging phase. Then, in the charged phase, the
capacitors are fully charged and act like open circuits. The charged phase circuit model is shown in
Figure 3a.
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The voltage regulator is providing a voltage Vreg, and the diodes are in forward bias with a voltage
Vf. The value of interest is the voltage across the resistors R, which is the voltage to which the capacitors
are charged Vcap. We found Vcap by solving the voltage divider between Rp and R such that:

Vcap =
(
Vreg −V f

) 0.5R
0.5R + Rp

(1)

The value of Vcap is only determined by the resistor values (Rp and R), and is the initial condition
for the discharging phase.

3.3. Discharging Output Waveform

During the discharging phase, the diodes are in reverse bias, acting as an open circuit. The RC
branches of the circuit are connected through the load and ground during the discharging phase.
The load is modeled using a modified Randles model that is a resistor and capacitor in series [29,38,39]
(Figure 3b). The effects of the electrode should be incorporated into this model, and the electrode
shape and material will determine the electrode equivalent resistance and capacitive double layer.
The capacitor represents the electrode–electrolyte double layer capacitance, and bulk capacitance of
the tissue.

During the discharging phase, the voltage is supplied only by the capacitors that are each charged
to voltage Vcap. The discharging phase output pulse (vRL) is a function of R, C1, C2, RL, CL and Vcap.
We can apply a simplification where we relate the separate RC time constants of the RC branches. We
obtain this ratio by defining κ = RC1/RC2 = C1/C2. Thus, we obtain an output voltage waveform across
the load:

vRL (t) =
vcap(κ− 1)

C2
LC2R2

LRκ

 er1 t(CLRLr1 + 1)2

(r1 − r2)(r1 − r3)(r1 − r4)
−

er2 t(CLRLr2 + 1)2

(r1 − r2)(r2 − r3)(r2 − r4)
+

er3 t(CLRLr3 + 1)2

(r1 − r3)(r2 − r3)(r3 − r4)
−

er4 t(CLRLr4 + 1)2

(r1 − r4)(r2 − r4)(r3 − r4)

 (2)

where Vcap is the voltage to which C1 and C2 are initially charged. We also have r constants that
are the roots of a polynomial defined by the values of the design parameters. The output voltage
amplitude is directly proportional to Vcap, and thus will be a fraction of the input voltage. This property
should be considered when choosing the maximum output voltage amplitude, since this will change
depending on the application. Additionally, since Vcap is proportional to the input voltage, it is possible
to arbitrarily increase the output voltage by increasing the input voltage and utilizing components
rated for the increased circuit voltages.

Knowing (2), we can define the operational parameters of the circuit: tpeak, vmax, δstim. The tpeak for
the discharging signal can be found by taking the output signal expression (2) and taking its derivative,
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which is set equal to 0. The pulse peak amplitude can be found using the value of tpeak and evaluating
(2) at that value such that:

vmax= vRL

(
tpeak

)
. (3)

Using (3) it is possible to design circuit components according to pulse amplitude requirements.
However, it is hard to determine the effects of r in (2) explicitly, due to the complexity of the terms.
Since the r constants appear in the exponential terms of (2), it is thought that these constants are a form
of time constant for the circuit, playing a significant role in determining δstim. It can be seen that they
directly determine tpeak. The pulse duration can be defined as the amount of time it takes for the pulse
to rise from 0 (vRL(0) = 0) up to a pulse peak (vmax), and then decay until it reaches 0 (vRL(∞) = 0).
However, we choose to take the pulse duration to be the time the pulse is above a fraction of the
amplitude [16]. This is represented with the factor α (0 < α < 1), and can be modified as necessary. We
use the value of (3) to find the time tstim when the output signal is a fraction of vmax, denoted by:

vRL(tstim)= αvmax. (4)

There are two solutions to (4). We take the difference between these two solutions to determine
δstim, such that:

δstim= tdecay−trise (5)

where trise is the value of (4) as the pulse increases in magnitude, and tdecay is the value of (4) as the
pulse decreases in magnitude.

4. Power Consumption Analysis

4.1. Overview of Power Analysis

Power analysis is important to understand in what ways the circuit can be optimized for
applications that rely on low power consumption, such as implantable, wearable, or portable devices.
We show that the most power-efficient strategy is to shorten the length of the charged phase, and lower
the effective series resistance (ESR) of the current path to the RC branches. Our analysis is validated
with digital simulation in software TINA-TI version 9.3.100.244 (DesignSoft, Budapest, Hungary).

4.2. Ideal Charging Case

To estimate the power, we must know how long the capacitors C1 and C2 will be charging for.
The resistance along the current path to the capacitors is the ESR of the source, regulator, and the Rp

resistor, in series with the ESR of the diodes. We call this resistance Rinput. We assume the ESR of the
attenuation MOSFET to be 0, ideally. The R resistors form a parallel network with each other, Rpar,
with Rinput, and are parallel to the capacitors. The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 4. The time
constant of the capacitors during the charging phase can be approximated by:

τ =

(
RinputRpal

)
Rinput + Rpal

(C1 + C2), (6)

and the time required to charge the capacitors can be approximated to 3τ.
The total power is equivalent to the power consumed by the Rp resistor, diodes, R resistors, and

the power required to charge C1 and C2. The Rdiode voltage is known, and the capacitor Vcap(t) follows
the capacitor charging equation, with Vcap from (1) as the charging voltage. The maximum current
drawn by the circuit is Vcap/Rpar and follows the capacitor current equation:

Iin(t) =
Vcap

Rpar
e−

t
τ , (7)
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and we can determine all the currents and voltages in order to calculate the time-varying power
consumption of the circuit.
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The total power required to charge the capacitors depends on the C1, C2, and Vcap values. Part of
the power dissipated will always be consumed in the resistors in the pulse generator circuit. Power
consumption can be reduced by targeting ideal conditions, where the ESR of the diodes and attenuation
MOSFET are minimized. Power consumption during the charging phase is not affected by the load
conditions if the attenuation MOSFET ESR is very small. Methods to reduce the power consumption
include increasing the values of the R resistors, although this also affects the output function, as shown
in (2), so optimization can be performed with the signal requirements as constraints. Lowering the value
of C1 plus C2 also reduces power consumed during the charging phase and lowers the rate constant,
reducing the duration of the charging phase. However, the capacitors similarly affect the output
signal and should be optimized with that consideration. Increasing Rp reduces power consumption
overall, however, it has the detrimental effect of reducing Vcap, thus directly changing the output signal
amplitude. Overall, the power consumption of the charging phase falls as the capacitors are charged
and reduces to a minimum constant power when the capacitors are fully charged. The trends were
simulated and can be observed in Figure 5.
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4.3. Charged and Discharging Phase Analysis

Power consumption during the charged phase is the power consumed by the Rp resistor, diodes,
and R resistors. However, as soon as the capacitors are charged, the discharging phase can be
initiated. The charged phase can be set to any duration in order to reduce power consumption. Thus,
it is recommended that the duration be reduced via smart control methods to prevent any excess
power consumed.
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The discharging phase does not consume input power. The amount of power delivered to the load
follows the same function as (2), and can be optimized in the same manner. Increasing the amplitude
of (2) will increase the power delivered and consumed.

5. Characterization Procedures of the Pulse Generator

The circuit was constructed to verify correct operation, and analytical results were compared
with measured outputs. Output pulses (vRL), and circuit voltages were captured using a Keysight
EDUX1002A oscilloscope (Keysight Technologies, Santa Rosa, California, USA). The pulse was obtained
by measuring the voltage of each capacitor separately, and then subtracting one signal from the other.
The deviation was calculated as the percent difference between the measured experimental value and
analytical expression result, divided by the measured experimental value.

First, the circuit operation was verified by capturing the input pulse, the regulated voltage and the
capacitor voltage, and the output pulse was found by calculating the difference between the capacitor
signals (Figure 6). Subsequently, characterization was performed to verify the accuracy of the analytical
expressions and parameter functions by characterization with various components. The values of the
components tested are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 6. Circuit output showing voltages and four operational phases.

Table 1. Circuit characterization components.

Component Value

RL [kΩ] 0.5, 1, 2, 2.7
CL [nF] 27, 50, 100, 150
R [kΩ] 0.5, 1, 2, 2.7
Rp [kΩ] 0, 0.5, 1
C1 [nF] 27
C2 [nF] 27, 250, 560, 1120

Input voltage [V] 6

Human internal resistance values have been measured at 0.43–0.56 kΩ, and the electrode resistance
values have been reported to vary between 0.5 kΩ and 1.5 kΩ [40,41]. The effect of RL and CL was
characterized to understand the effect of load impedance on output. Load resistance values tested
range from 500 Ω to 2.7 kΩ [29], and load capacitance values tested are between 27 and 150 nF [38].
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Resistor R was characterized to understand the effect of varying R on δstim and the vmax. The Rp

characterization was performed to verify that modifying Rp only changes vmax. It is not necessary to
increase C1 with respect to C2, as the pulse generator RC branch circuits are symmetric, and doing
so would generate pulses with the same shape but opposite polarity. The output pulse frequency
was characterized by driving the output pulses at increasing frequencies until the pulse peak vmax

breaks down. The output of the circuit was measured in 1X phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS).
Two 220 µm-thick steel needles were dipped 5 mm into the solution, and separated by 5 mm distance
and used as the output electrodes of the circuit, and the C2 and R characterization procedures were
repeated. The leads were connected to the steel coil section of the needles. The largest output of
the circuit was used to estimate the values of CL and RL of the PBS solution using Matlab software
(Mathworks, Natick, MA). The circuit is designed to not be limited by choice of electrode, and the
needles were chosen for ease of use.

The input timing was generated with an arbitrary function generator (GW Instek AFG 2225, Good
Will Instrument Co., Ltd., New Taipei City 236, Taiwan). The input was obtained by programming the
pulse setting of the function generator with 50 Hz frequency and 6 V amplitude. The frequency was
varied from 20 Hz–2.5 kHz for the frequency limit characterization only. The zener diode regulator
had a 5.1 V of zener breakdown voltage. Characterization results were used to verify the accuracy of
tpeak, vmax, and Vcap, by comparison with the results of the circuit analysis.

5.1. Analytical Expression Characterization and Validation

The circuit was verified to operate according to the design. The four phases of operation can be
observed, and the state of each section of the circuit (I–IV in Figures 2 and 6) was measured to compare
with the expected outcome.

The characterization results when C2 was increased are shown in Figure 7a. The component
values are C1 = 27 nF, R = 1 kΩ, Rp = 0.5 kΩ, load capacitance 100 nF, and load resistance 1 kΩ.
The deviation between measured and calculated values for tpeak is 3.2% to 18.6%, for vmax is less than
1.04%, for δstim is 6.67% to 27%, and for Vcap is 0.17% to 0.35%. Figure 7b shows results where R is
increased. The component values are C1 = 27 nF, C2 = 250 nF, Rp = 0.5 kΩ, load capacitance 100 nF, and
load resistance 1 kΩ. The deviation between measured and calculated values for tpeak is 0.5% to 48%,
for vmax is 0.27% to 3.78%, for δstim is 3.89% to 20.5%, and for Vcap is 1.89% to 6.86%. The output when
Rp was increased was also recorded. The component values are C1 = 27 nF, C2 = 250 nF, R = 1 kΩ, load
capacitance 100 nF, and load resistance 1 kΩ. The deviation between measured and calculated values
for tpeak is 1.72% to 33.7%, for vmax is 5.28% to 11%, for δstim is 2.74% to 20.47%, and for Vcap is 3.97%
to 10.95%. A significant component of the error can be attributed to measurement instability of the
oscilloscope that contains high-frequency noise which can be observed in the measured output.

The measured output signal is shown to match the analytical expression output in Figures 6 and 7.
Deviation in the maximum output voltage vmax was calculated to range from 0.27% to 11% across
all characterization tests. The measured and analytical expression values for tpeak had deviations of
1.72% to 48%, and for δstim of 2.74% to 20.5%. The tpeak and vmax, and δstim are difficult to acquire
exactly, as a sample may be collected with a slight increase or decrease in amplitude from the actual
values for tpeak, δstim, and vmax. The practical effect of the large measured tpeak deviation is minimal, as
it can be observed in Figure 7 that the mathematical model waveform closely follows the measured
experimental waveform. The Vcap calculation also matched the measured results, with a deviation of
0.17% to 10.95%. The analytical expression is accurate and reliable when designing to meet a given
output pulse requirement. The value κ relates the different time constants of each RC branch. In the
special case that κ equals 1, it can also be shown conceptually that both RC branches share the same
time constant, and thus the pulse becomes 0 across the load. The κ constant is useful to relate the
time constant of both RC branches. The expression (2) also holds when C1 is exchanged with C2, and
it can be shown by evaluation that the constant parts of the expression are identical but opposite in
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sign when this change is performed. So when the capacitors are exchanged, the same output signal is
generated, except it has opposite polarity.
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A similar trend as the one previously mentioned for κ can be seen when R is increased (Figure 7b).
This trend also follows the mathematical relationship previously established in (2), whereas when R is
increased, the denominator decreases much faster than the numerator, which yields a larger signal.
This is similar to how C2 affects the output signal.

Rp varies the maximum amplitude of the output signal without changing the waveform.
In summary, the design components R, Rp, C1, and C2 allow for tuning of the output signal amplitude,
duration, and location of the peak.

5.2. Output Frequency Characterization

The circuit is also able to operate at different output stimulation frequency levels. The output
pulse is shown up to 1 kHz (Figure 8). The output stimulation frequency (fstim) was approximated
from the experimental data. The capacitors must first be charged completely during the charging
phase before a signal can be generated during the discharging phase. The duration of the charged
and unpowered phases can be reduced by control of the input signal, such that they do not appear
in the output signal. From the measurement of a low frequency pulse, an expression was derived to
approximate the output stimulation frequency limit. First, the charging time of the capacitors, tcharge, is
approximated by measuring the duration of the charging phase, which in this case was approximately
500 µs. The experimentally derived fstim becomes:

fstim =
1

2tcharge
(8)

This expression allows us to approximate the fstim that a circuit can operate at with given design
components. The design components were Rp = 0.5 kΩ, R = 1 kΩ, C1 = 27 nF, and C2 = 250 nF.
The circuit is shown to have a reliable fstim variability that is dependent on the width of the charging
phase. An exact expression for fstim was not derived in this work. The circuit was tested at frequencies
of up to 2.5 kHz, and the circuit operated normally up to 1.6 kHz, where a drop of 1% is seen in vmax.
The signal was considered to break down when the vmax amplitude of the output signal was lowered
by more than 1% at a given fstim.
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and (d) 1000 Hz.

5.3. Load Characterization

The effects of a model load were characterized by varying the load resistance and capacitance
(Figure 7). From (2) we can see that the output pulse decreases with increasing load capacitance, and
increases with increasing load resistance.

The characterization when the CL is varied is shown in Figure 9a. The design component values
are C1 = 27 nF, C2 = 250 nF, R = 1 kΩ, Rp = 0.5 kΩ, and load resistance is 1 kΩ. The deviation between
measured and calculated values for tpeak is 5.56% to 10.91%, for vmax is 0.94% to 3.86%, for δstim is 3.92%
to 13.98%, and for Vcap is 4.48% to 4.95%. The characterization results when the RL is varied are shown
in Figure 9b. The design component values are C1 = 27 nF, C2 = 250 nF, R = 1 kΩ, Rp = 0.5 kΩ, and
load capacitance is 100 nF. The deviation between measured and calculated values for tpeak is 6% to
32.94%, for vmax is 0.20% to 5.01%, for δstim is 8.86% to 20.2%, and for Vcap is 4.95% to 5.81%. The load
conditions affect both the tpeak and vmax, however, the signal width δstim was affected in a different
manner. Since δstim depends on vmax in our definition, the output width is affected according to our
analytical expression.

Observation of the measured results suggests that variations in RL do not significantly affect
the signal after the time point tpeak, and the effects of the resistive load on the tail end of the signal
are minimal.

The charge delivered to the load can be approximated with:

Qstim =

∫ tdecay

trise

Iload(t)dt (9)

where the current across the load is defined by the voltage across the load and the electrode parameters.
Power consumption analysis of the circuit is not the focus of this work, however, the target

application should be considered when designing the circuit. Laboratory studies that focus on
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analyzing in vitro tissue responses to diverse waveforms will have different power requirements than
in vivo studies with wearable devices such as transcranial electrical stimulation (TES) and functional
electrical stimulation (FES). Studies related to the effects of waveforms in vitro have less strict power
requirements when compared to portable devices in vivo.
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5.4. PBS Solution Measurements

The design of the circuit has to take into account the target application load conditions. The circuit
output was measured when electrodes and PBS solution were used as the load instead of the circuit
model load. The electrodes are considered part of the load when using (2). The largest signal of
each data set (1120 nF for C2 characterization, and 2.7 kΩ for R characterization) was curve-fit using
(2) to estimate the component values of the circuit model load, and these values were then used
to calculate the output of the circuit analytical expression for the other component values used for
characterization. The load component values were estimated to be CL = 410 nF and R = 600 Ω for the
C2 characterization (Figure 10a), and CL = 310 nF and R = 580 Ω for the R characterization (Figure 10b).
The characterizations performed in PBS solution load showed the same trends as the electrical model
load characterization.

The characterization for C2 in PBS solution load had design component values C1 = 27 nF, R = 1 kΩ,
and Rp = 0.5 kΩ. The deviation between measured and calculated values for tpeak is 8.9% to 75%, for
vmax is 3.5% to 11.8%, and for δstim is 25.7% to 61%. The characterization for R in PBS solution load
had the design component values C1 = 27 nF, C2 = 250 nF, and Rp = 0.5 kΩ. The deviation between
measured and calculated values for tpeak is 9.67% to 69%, for vmax is 1% to 15.3%, and for δstim is 15.5%
to 48.7%. The output signal in PBS solution can be estimated using the output expressions of the circuit
and one measurement. The measured output was observed to be similar to the analytical expression
output, however, there were time domain discrepancies that led to a high deviation in tpeak values.
This indicates that the load model based on the simplified Randles equivalent circuit is incomplete, and
can be improved with a better model of the electrode–electrolyte interface. The electrical properties
of the tissue load should be properly characterized when developing electrical stimulation devices.
This would allow to better determine the effects of stimulation on the target, and the output response
on different types of tissue load. The measured results and analytical expression output show good
agreement overall, and the output stimulation pulse in future applications can be estimated if the
expected CL and RL are found.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

A novel passive pulse generator circuit has been presented and characterized. The signal generator
operation and circuit analytical expressions were verified by characterizing an assembled circuit.
The analytical expression results and the experimental measured results showed good agreement
in both benchtop and PBS solution measurements, which confirms that the circuit expressions are
accurate. In terms of signal design, vmax, tpeak, and δstim increased as κ was decreased; and tpeak and
δstim increased and vmax decreased as R was increased. The pulse generator outputs a unique shape
for each design component combination, allowing for the design of the pulse when given a required
amplitude and duration.

An expression for the limit of the output stimulation frequency was derived from the measured
results of the signal generator waveform. The pulse generator is independent of tissue interface,
and was designed to be coupled with different power sources and neural interface mechanisms for
application-specific purposes. The power consumption of the circuit should be considered when
designing a circuit for specific applications. Knowing the electrode type and target tissue (muscle, nerve,
brain slices), an application-specific circuit could be designed using the analytical circuit expressions.
Improvements to the model, to find the charge density provided by the signal generator with a given
neural interface, are also possible. It is envisioned that this system could be used as a research tool in
studies of stimulation waveforms and their effects on neuromodulation.

Current work is focused on methods for biphasic signal generation. Additional improvements
include the implementation of a closed-loop feedback circuit to regulate the output pulse according
to changing load conditions, and this addition may be necessary for long-term applications. In vitro
and in vivo stimulation studies could be implemented in order to demonstrate the applicability of this
circuit in neurostimulation. The effectiveness of our passive charge balancing method via continuous
grounding should be verified with further studies on tissue damage. An implantable device would
have to take into consideration the size of the passive devices on the circuit, as these may be large
depending on the implant location.
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